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Welcome to the 
GARDEN OF THE 
NAMES OF ALLAH.



In this book we will learn the 

NAME OF ALLAH AL ‘ALIY.

Do we love to be in a high place? Yes.

The word (علي) ‘aliy means something

in a high place, such as high up in the

mountain or high up in a tower.



The word ‘aliy also means to have a

high position in rank or to have a very

high level of manners or grades.



We love something that’s high, tall

and lofty. And to Allah is the best

example, Allah is Al ‘Aliy – He is in

the highest place. He is higher

than anything and there is no one

higher than Him.



Allah is above the seven heavens, He rose over

The Throne. And though Allah is in the highest

place, He sees us all the time, hears us, knows

about us and answers all our duas.



Allah is not only in a high place, but all

His Names and Attributes are the Most

High. This means there is nothing higher

than the mercy of Allah, there is nothing

higher than the beauty of Allah. The

position of Allah is so high.



For example in school, there

are students and teachers,

but who has the higher

position? The teacher

because they are older and

they are teaching us so we

should respect them. 



And in school there

is a supervisor and

principal, so we

should also 

respect them. 



And at home, we have our

brothers and sisters, but who

has a higher position? 

Our parents and

grandparents.



And a king or ruler has

a high position.



Allah is High in position and

no one is above Him, nothing

can affect His position.



For example, someone

might have really high

grades, but their grades

can come down. 



If someone doesn’t study, then

their grades will go down, but if

they study then it’ll go up. So our

qualities can go up and down,

but the Attributes of Allah are

always the most high.



Allah always gives, 

Allah is always merciful,

Allah always provides.



Nothing can happen in this universe 

without the permission of Allah. 



WHEN WE BELIEVE IN 

ALLAH AL ‘ALIY…
WHAT SHOULD WE DO?



To make dua to Allah. 

And when we make dua, 

we raise our hands, why?

Because Allah is high above.



When we need

anything, no matter

how great it may be,

Who will give us? Allah

Al ‘Aliy – The High. 



If we want high

grades, we ask

Allah Al ‘Aliy to

give us. 



We all want to have

good and high

manners, so we ask

Allah Al ‘Aliy to give us. 



The Name of Allah Al ‘Aliy teaches us to

not be arrogant or think we are better.

Even if we get high marks, we need to

remember it’s Allah Who gave us high

marks. So we should always be humble

to Him. But if we see ourselves as great,

then we will come down. 



We should be humble

to Allah Al ‘Aliy. 



We ask Allah to make us

enter jennah, which is in a

high place and we ask

Allah to make us enter

Firdaous Al ‘Ala.



The Name of Allah 

Al ‘Aliy makes our goal

and manners high and to

do everything for Him.




